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sophie draws from her experience on both sides of the 
trust / foundation fence to offer these insights

How funders think and common pitfalls when you apply 

Sophie is now a trusts fundraiser, but she started out in this sector at a trust, where part of 
her job was making decisions about which charities should receive grants from that trust. This 
gave her invaluable insights into what helps and what harms your chances of success when 
you apply.

Here are some very common mistakes she noticed charities make:

Mistake 1  Fundraisers very often disregard the ground rules this trust / foundation has laid 
out for engaging with it. So read that information carefully and take it seriously. Follow their 
process.

Mistake 2  Fundraisers too often apply for things which clearly don’t fit their criteria for giving, 
trying to fit a square peg into a round hole. Trusts tend to take great care when stating what 
kind of projects they will consider.

There are ways that taking risks pay off in fundraising, and very occasionally you might hear 
of times that charities get lucky in this way, but Sophie has found this to be rare. If you are so 
hungry to secure funding that you want to take a risk / go the extra mile, this is not the best 
way to spend that energy. Understand what their giving programme is trying to achieve and let 
this govern your decision on whether it’s worth applying. 

Mistake 3  Your job is to make it as easy as possible for them to say ‘yes’ to your proposal. 
Charities often fail to answer the questions they have asked and make unnecessary mistakes. 
Rather than copy and paste the three things you always write about your charity, understand 
what information the trust is asking for, and write it as clearly as possible. Be mindful of how 
little time the reader has.

If your document contains mistakes your reader will get distracted by those mistakes. If it 
doesn’t contain mistakes they’ll focus on your message.
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1  understand (and care about) their world

Work really hard to understand what they want to do, in all its permutations. Know your 
audience (the organisation and also the key person you deal with) and work out how you can 
best serve them.

For example, when you do get a chance to meet 
people from a trust, be sure to ask open questions, 
and genuinely, curiously listen (rather than wait 
for your turn to respond / ask the next question.) 
This is so important because your understanding of 
what they care about / their model of the world, is 
rarely exactly as you imagined it to be. 

Gaining sound insight as to what funders really 
care about, and crucially, why, is fundamental to 
successful fundraising. This informs not only how 
you apply for a gift, but also how to tailor your 
stewardship plans.

Sophie shared one example of how her team secured a previously unexpected third large 
partnership with a funder thanks to a meeting in which they asked lots of open questions and 
then acted on this insight, adapting their reporting and new request for funds accordingly.

In another example Sophie mentioned her colleague being curious about the interests and 
motivations of the key player in a small family trust when visiting a particular property. They 
were a fan of a particular kind of furniture and asked if there was a book showcasing that 
furniture. Though none existed, Sophie’s colleagues took the trouble to create and send a 
bespoke photo book show-casing the furniture. This creative approach paid off…the result was 
only possible because the fundraiser was both proactive and also open-minded in the first 
place.

2  Build relationships between the two organisations

Rather than building a relationship between a funding organisation and you personally, work at 
building it between the funder and your organisation.

This is only possible if you understand your organisation (and its strengths and weaknesses) 
well. This often takes deliberate effort, especially if you are relatively new, but only with this 
understanding can you then work out ways in which your wider organisation can help the trust 
achieve its philanthropic mission. 

Securing the time and effort of your colleagues may sound easy to those who have never 
worked for a charity, but in reality it often isn’t. In many charities, some people don’t 
understand fundraising or see the need to work hard to understand and help inspire funders. 
To do this principle well requires that you don’t underestimate some of the internal challenges; 
the truth is you sometimes need to put in time, effort and creativity to influence your 
colleagues. If this means that the funding institution gets a much better experience, this effort 
proves a valuable investment.

‘your job is to ask 
yourself, how can i
best help this funder 
achieve their
objectives?’ 
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For example, when you discover that one of your senior colleagues is going to be at the same 
event as someone from the trust, proactively informing your colleague and giving them a short 
brief for key messages / topics to talk about may prove valuable for the development of this 
partnership.

Of course, when the potential gift size is small your charity cannot justify lots of resources 
being used in this way.

And consistent with Sophie’s first principle about gaining insight, sometimes you should form a 
team around you to support a particular partner and sometimes that is inappropriate.

If your colleagues are meeting people from the trust, for example at an event, proactively 
booking in 10 minutes for feedback the day after the event can make all the difference as to 
whether you ever hear the detail of how that conversation went. 

Inform and reward your colleagues so they become more and more likely to think / work in 
this way. Proactively thank them for their help and let them know about the progress they have 
helped to make. Let them know about the next step so they continue to feel involved in this 
developing relationship.

3  Take definite steps to get more organised / proactive

Unless you are incredibly careful, you will 
end up spending most of your energy on the 
organisations shouting loudest for your effort…but 
the organisations likely to hold the most potential 
value are often not making a fuss, demanding 
your attention. So the highest performing trust 
fundraisers deliberately schedule regular times 
(each week / each month) to spend time thinking 
about ways to develop relationships with the 
funders with the greatest potential for your charity. 
Prioritise these over those who shout loudest.

techniques to help do this in practice include:

• Using your database to set up a reminder
• Tag someone else to receive this reminder too / ask them to nudge you, to create extra  
 accountability
• Every 6 or 12 months, do a quick review of all your key prospective and current partners.  
 (The result of this review may be less resource spent on some partners (eg ‘are we over- 
 serving this partner, so that we could spend that time on more important partners?’; ‘have  
 we asked them for a donation recently?’; ‘should we ask them for something different next  
 time?’
• Be efficient with the easy wins. Make sure that you and any successors are aware of what  
 trusts have said in terms of how regularly they may be open to a request, and what kind  
 of stewardship they would like. So much success comes down to the unglamorous   
 discipline of transferring knowledge. 

‘Prioritise those with 
highest potential 
over those who shout 
loudest…’
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resources that can help you be more organised.

Sophie recommends the advice of a very experienced fundraiser called Ewan Hastings. You can 
find out more of his Hastings Series at https://positivefundraising.yolasite.com/. This site show 
cases both his tips books and various free resources. 

For example, Ewan recommends a ‘where is it?’ document. If you keep up to date a document 
which shows you where to find key information that is often helpful, then certain valuable tasks 
become much less arduous and so more likely to get done.

4  Everything is changing – try something new

When you’ve had some success, with your approach 
in general, or in your tactics with a  particular 
funder, its all too easy to slip into predictable 
habits. But we must understand that just because 
something has worked in the past, it is not 
necessarily going to still be the best approach in 
the future. In life, nothing ever stays the same for 
long. Change is constant. If this is true of your own 
relationships and your own charity, then of course it 
is also going to be true of the organisation you are 
applying to. Many of the best pieces of fundraising 
Sophie has noticed have happened when a 
fundraiser has tried a new approach. 

It’s best to change where there is a rationale to do so, especially if this is informed by what you 
have learned about the funder. This is why Sophie’s first principle – understand - is so crucial. 
Unless you are constantly curious and seeking ways to better understand what’s going on for 
them, you are unlikely to pick up on these changes, so you won’t know what changes might be 
appropriate for the funder as they are now.

Remember Sophie’s story about her colleague Liz noticing that a funder was potentially 
interested in a different kind of coastal project. Up to that point, the relationship and 
stewardship had changed little for five years. They had been giving £5,000 per year. By 
proactively asking if they would like to do something new – ‘oh you’ve always funded this 
thing…would you like to talk to us about this other thing?’ - in line with this different topic, 
she unlocked a new gift which led to a much higher level of gift and a dramatically closer 
relationship. Over recent years, gifts have grown steadily and last year this trust was the 
charities’ largest donor, giving £2 million.

there are many ways to change things up, and here are a couple of crucial ones that sophie 
mentioned.

People. It can be very difficult to change your approach, so one great tactic is to share a 
challenge with a colleague, either to get a fresh perspective for you to try, or to let your 
colleague have a go (as in Sophie’s second example). 

Communication channel. Sophie mentioned a recent breakthrough which happened after she 
posted information about a project on Linked In.

‘don’t assume trusts
stay static. don’t get 
stuck in your
patterns.’ 
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You’ve been working on:

4 principles that improve results

Knowledge is not power. only knowledge applied is power.
How could you make use of sophie’s principles?

what specific ideas do you have to help improve your trust fundraising? 

of these, can you identify at least one momentum action (something you 
could implement now / today?) 

who would it help to talk through these ideas with, (a colleague, buddy or 
mentor)? Could you schedule this conversation today?

?


